
I’m honored to be here this morning to share about how creating beautiful pictures of 
my diet and fitness data has helped me understand my past and identify habits I need 
to change.
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I’ve been collecting data on myself since high school and have notebooks dating back to 
1998.  I began using JMP in grad school, and I work for JMP now. But I was really only 
inspired to put the two together after seeing the amazing things that others in the 
quantified self community were doing with their own data.
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So what kind of data do I have?  Most of it centers around eating and exercise related 
behaviors that I’ve used to try to manage my weight, although I’ve collected data on 
other biomarkers.
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It took a lot of detective work to find the data for this graph-I dug through my baby 
book, requested medical records, and collated measurements from exercise notebooks, 
digital and wireless scales.  
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As I annotate and customize my weight history, it begins to tell a better story about 
stress-related overeating and my pregnancy weight gains.
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Adding pictures and color coded notes shows that I actually tend to do pretty well with 
weight loss and maintenance when I am tracking (in blue) and not so well when I stop 
(in red).  In 2009, I hit my highest non-pregnant weight ever and re-committed to 
tracking.
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When actively trying to manage my weight, I tend to adopt a constellation of eating and 
exercise habits that together influence my biomarkers.
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A star constellation is actually a very useful way to show this relationship.  I’m a Libra, 
so I guess you could say was written in the stars that I would struggle with balancing my 
weight and behaviors! 23 and me says I can’t blame my genetics so it’s nice to know I 
can blame something.
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It turns out weight is a pretty good surrogate variable for other health biomarkers-in my 
ideal weight range, my cholesterol composition is at its best. Admittedly my yearly data 
is fairly sparse so I probably need to take Mark Cuban’s advice on the matter.
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My blood pressure also correlates with my weight, but there is more variability here 
due to factors like my age, fitness level and whether I was sick or injured when the 
measurements were taken.
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Clearly my weight and biomarkers are impacted by the foods I eat and I’ve collected a 
lot of data on that over the years.
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A lot of people think I’m crazy to track food at the level of detail that I do, but I’ve done 
it the hard way with a nutritional reference book and notebook.  Apps with frequent 
food lists make collecting data so much easier-it’s worth the small time investment to 
have the details when I need them.
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Of course it also took a bit of work to figure out how to get my data out of apps and 
into JMP, but I know the happy paths to get my data all in one place now.
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I can look across all my data and assess my typical patterns-I usually log 4-6 meals a day 
and eat 1500-2500 calories. I can also see various types of outliers
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For example, there were days I estimated my daily calories without logging specific 
foods.  Other outliers are harder to interpret-I can identify the difference between a 
deficit day and a day I skipped or stopped logged partway through, but those kinds of 
outliers would be harder to assess if I was looking at someone else’s data.
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I was also surprised at the level of redundancy of item names in my food log–although 
in retrospect, this would be expected when pulling items from an extensive database.  I 
used JMP’s Recode platform to collapse similar item names and also to classify items 
into higher level categories
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This allowed me to create graphs like this Treemap, which makes it easy to see which 
food groupings and foods accounted for the most calories I logged over this four year 
period.  
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The last graph summarized my calories eaten from 2011 through mid-2014.  But I found 
my patterns were NOT the same year after year, and sometimes didn’t even remain 
constant within the same year, so it was really helpful for me to be able to interactively 
filter my data to focus on specific time periods.
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Early in my second pregnancy I ate a ridiculous number of starchy carbs and 
combination foods, and in one two week period I ate a burrito every single day…and I 
have not touched one since.  I had less milk and yogurt than usual during that period 
but those foods came back after my nausea was gone. 
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I expected my son’s arrival to affect my sleep patterns and it did-just look at that dip in 
my sleep efficiency after his birth!  What I didn’t expect to see was such seasonal 
variation in my sleep patterns. I totally missed this pattern when just looking at my day 
to day data in an app.
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I felt pretty good about the quality of my sleep data since I always wore my armband at 
night.  But my daytime wear patterns turned out to be a totally different and pretty 
upsetting story.
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When I first looked at my activity data in JMP, I thought I was seeing an interesting 
seasonal trend too and started coming up with possible reasons why I avoided exercise 
during the hot NC summers...except that I knew I hadn’t. When I looked at the data 
more closely…
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I knew exactly what was going on!  Obviously, I knew I was wearing the armband less in 
the summer to avoid a tan line on my upper arm, but I didn’t realize how much it was 
impacting my data until I saw this picture.  At that moment, I resolved to buy a wrist-
worn device by the next summer.
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My new FitBit helped me “recharge” after a relatively inactive winter. The joy of 
retrieving my hourly BodyMedia calorie burn using Zenobase quickly evaporated with 
the realization that 2015 was my least active Jan-April since I’d started using a monitor 
and I’ve been working to reverse that trend.
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I’ve also been working on getting my historical workout data into JMP. I used a JMP 
addin to build a custom muscle map that I can use as a selection filter for other graphs 
to see how my workout patterns changed over time.
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But honestly, I’ve just begun combining across my various data types and there is so 
much more I will be able to do in the future.
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This is one of my favorite graphs made in JMP’s Graph Builder with the help of its 
architect, Xan Gregg.  It shows my weight measurements on top, days in calorie deficit 
or surplus in the middle, and my weekly macros on the bottom.
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I love this graph because it shows so clearly why I gained so much more than just baby 
and water weight while pregnant, and how I went into a deficit to lose it.  To maintain I 
try to eat about as much as I burn most of the time.  If I’d had this graph earlier, I 
probably wouldn’t have struggled like I have.
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A lot of people have reached out to me about my weight loss and family members have 
even adopted the approaches I used to make their own changes, using apps and 
monitors to help make the numbers work for them.
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You can find me on the JMP blog and my blog, on Twitter or LinkedIn, and I hope you’ll 
visit me at my office hours sessions at QS15 so we can talk about what you’re doing 
with your diet and fitness data!  Thanks for inspiring me to do more with my own data!
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